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Strong regional growth.
• 5th-largest economy in the world, $3.2 trillion GDP in 2019.
• Expected to be 4th largest economy by 2030, with $10 trillion GDP.
• Consumer market of 650 million people, larger than EU/North America.
Growth accentuated by recent macrotrends.
• Companies expanding manufacturing in Southeast Asia to diversify supply
chains amidst US-China trade tensions and disruptions during COVID-19.
Sustained growth in manufacturing and digital economy.
• Inflow of manufacturing FDI growing at 24% CAGR – $55 billion in 2018.
• Internet economy projected to reach $300 billion by 2025.
• Southeast Asians the most engaged mobile internet users in the world.
Singapore is a control tower for Southeast Asia, with companies siting:
• HQs and R&D centres in Singapore, to tap extensive FTA networks, connectivity, talent, financing, strong IP protection.
• Land/labour-intensive manufacturing and cost-efficient tech solutions in surrounding region.
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In Singapore
•

In IM (iPark@Senai Airport City)

~1200 employees; company’s global HQ that also
performs R&D, downstream engineering,
manufacturing of Dyson’s Digital Motors and
product development functions

•

Advanced supply chain control tower

•

Shared services and sales for SEA and Singapore

•

Established since 2003, ~1200 employees out of
whom ~80% are engineers

•

Works with local contract manufacturers to produce
15 million units a year that are exported to more
than 75 countries worldwide

•

Also has R&D and development capabilities, and
performs after sales repairs

IM-SG “twinning effect”
•

Dyson products are manufactured in Singapore, then
shipped to Johor for assembly and last-mile testing.

•

QA-certified finished products are then sent back to
Singapore to be shipped out to their final destination
through Changi Airport/PSA port.
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In Singapore

In BBK (Batamindo Industrial Park)

•

∼2000 employees involved in various functions

•

•

RHQ for Asia (ex-China, Japan) including supply
chain management, sales and marketing

∼2000 employees who assemble and package
semiconductors used in the automotive market.

•

With a total production output of ∼400 million
pieces per year, it is one Infineon’s top performing
sites

•

Advanced final test site and Global Test Centre of
Competence for I4.0

•

Global R&D site

BBK-SG “twinning effect”
•

Proximity of production site to R&D and test
manufacturing functions allows for tight feedback loop.

•

Leverage on Singapore’s logistics connections to
distribute Batam-produced chips to the EU market.
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2020 GDP: S$469 Billion
(approx. USD 350 Billion)
Sectoral breakdown for
Manufacturing

Business-friendly environment
• Pro-business environment

Biomedical Manufacturing

World-class Talents
• Highly educated workforce

Chemicals
Critical Connector to the Rest
of the World

Electronics

• Connected to the global trade
network
• Openness to talent

Precision Engineering

Great Place to Live

Transport Engineering

• A safe and vibrant city to work,
live and play

General Manufacturing

Trusted Partner
• Government as a trusted
partner
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Source: Ministry of Trade and Industry

Semicon

Globalfoundries announced in June 2021
that it will be investing in a US$4 billion
wafer fabrication plant in Singapore which is
expected to reach full capacity by early
2024. The expansion will support fastgrowing end-markets in automotive, 5G and
secure devices segments.
This will bring the company’s Singapore
operations to ~1.5 million wafers per year.

Semicon

Chipmaker STMicroelectronics announced in
October 2020 that it will open a cutting-edge R&D
line at its manufacturing facility in Singapore, in a
three-way public-private tie-up with the Institute of
Microelectronics (IME) at A*STAR and Japanese
tool vendor Ulvac.
The 1,300 sq m cleanroom, which will focus on
piezo MEMS technology, is expected to produce
its first wafers in the 2Q2021, and scale up to
higher-volume production by end-2022.
This comes a year after ST opened a new 8-inch
wafer fabrication facility (SG8E) in Singapore
during its 50th anniversary year in 2019.

Semicon

Micron opened its 3D NAND flash
fabrication plant in August 2019. This adds
capacity to Singapore’s Semicon sector,
and will create more than 1,500 jobs over
the next few years.
Singapore is also Micron’s designated
NAND Centre of Excellence, manufacturing
a majority of Micron’s global NAND output,
and driving Micron’s leading-edge 3D
NAND memory production which are used
in applications from smartphones to AI and
automotive.
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Chems

BASF announced in January 2020 that it is
investing $45 million to build a crop protection
chemical production plant, sufficient to supply
over 20 million hectares of farmland.

Since 1978, BASF has established multiple
production facilities for performance,
construction and electronics chemicals, and
houses several regional business units in
Singapore, and a R&D lab for nutrition and
health business.

Chems

ExxonMobil held a virtual foundation-laying
ceremony on March 2020 for the multi-billiondollar expansion of its Jurong Island integrated
refining and petrochemical complex to increase
its production capacity for higher-value
products and cleaner fuels.
The Singapore refining and petrochemical
complex is ExxonMobil’s largest integrated
manufacturing facility in the world.

Chems

Neste’s expansion of its renewable fuels
refinery, announced in July 2019, reflects a
major step forward for Singapore’s energy
and chemicals industry to grow in a
sustainable manner.
The company’s expansion will make the
Singapore plant its largest renewable
products plant, accounting for half of its
global production capacity in 2022.
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Competitive twinning model offers best features of SG and Johor/BBK.
• Companies use Singapore as control tower while leveraging low land
prices, manpower and utilities costs to manufacture in Johor/BBK.
• Cost-efficient tech solutions available in Nongsa Digital Park in Batam,
with growing pool of young and dynamic tech talent.

Johor and Batam-Bintan-Karimun are Singapore’s closest neighbours.
• 1 hour to Johor; 45 mins to BBK.
• Common for workers to make regular commutes between SGJohor/BBK for work (pre-COVID).
Strong regional partnerships.
• EDB enjoys close relationships with local partners, including leading
businesses and key government stakeholders.
• Companies can leverage on these relationships to identify suitable
partners and develop mutually beneficial outcomes.
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In Singapore
•

In BBK (Batamindo Industrial Park)

~ 1,400 employees with capabilities in new product
introduction, box-build, sub-assembly, systems
integration, testing and forward and reverse
logistics.

•

~2600 employees

•

•

Manufactures a wide range of products such as
capital and industrial equipment, communications
and networking equipment and medical devices.

Offers printed circuit board assembly and box-build
services for communications, computing and storage
products.

•

Manufacturing capabilities have moved up the value chain
from soundcard manufacturing to 4G/5G devices today.

•

Advanced Incubation Centre – technical and
operational support and mentorship for innovative
hardware start-ups from around the world.

SG+BBK “twinning effect”
•

Flex Changi, Singapore provides technical leadership and
managerial talent for the Batam site.

•

Flex Changi, Singapore provides final assembly services for
components/products manufactured in Batam

•

Goods produced in Flex Batam are shipped to Singapore
before being exported worldwide.

•

Flex Batam imports most raw materials through Singapore.
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In IM (Nusajaya Tech Park)

In Singapore
•

Established in 1971, company’s first overseas
subsidiary

•

Investment commenced in 2017, I-PEX’s largest manufacturing
facility outside of Japan .

•

Manufactures precision mods and components for
semiconductor,
electronic
and
automotive
industries

•

Manufactures electronics and automotive sensors, via
adoption of high-tech equipment

•

End-to-end in-house capabilities for stamping die
design and fabrications.

Why IM?
“Nusajaya Tech Park’s proximity to High-Speed Rail, highway and
Singapore is the utmost important factor when we decide on the
location. The strong track record of Ascendas-Singbridge Group
(currently known as CapitaLand) in working with high quality and
long-term tenants in their various industrial parks also attracted
us.
-Diana Peh, Managing Director

IM-SG “twinning effect”
•

Singapore site serves as RHQ, oversees facilities in both
Singapore and Johor that manufacture complementary parts in
their value chain

•

Able to select the most efficient ports both for import and
export of goods in both countries; goods manufactured in
Johor shipped out from Singapore.
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EDB IN IM-BBK:
PARTNERSHIPS AND SUPPORT
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CONNECT

Investors

COLLABORATE

Local Partners

EDB can help connect global investors
to suitable local partners.
• We are trusted by both global and
local players as a neutral and
reliable third party.
• By working through EDB and
partners we introduce, investors
can reduce
the
cost and
uncertainties
associated
with
moving production to an unfamiliar
country.

Business

Govt

EDB can collaborate with both business
and government to create mutually
beneficial outcomes.
• We have served as a bridge
between the public and private
sector for 60-odd years.
• Successfully pushed for businessfriendly
regulations
being
implemented in Batam SEZ.
• Successfully lobbied Malaysian
authorities to expedite halal
certifications for Singapore-based
companies in IM.

COMPLETE

Singapore

ASEAN

EDB can help companies develop a
complete business model for the
ASEAN market at large.
• We can help you find key suppliers
from among our network of ASEAN
contacts, or even help bring foreign
suppliers into IM-BBK.
• Our strong links to counterparts in
other ASEAN countries allows us to
help companies identify the most
suitable markets to explore, and link
them to the relevant local
authorities.
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Did you know: EDB, together with Enterprise Singapore (ESG) and private sector partners, have come together
to launch the Southeast Asia Manufacturing Alliance (SMA), which aims to help businesses leverage Singapore
as a gateway to harness the potential of manufacturing in SEA.

Our Strategic Partners

What are the benefits?
• Under the SMA, firms which meet the eligibility criteria
will unlock a differentiated tier of benefits from EDB, ESG
and the relevant SMA Strategic Partner Company.
• Examples of benefits include favourable logistics prices,
grants for setting up innovative activities in Singapore and
support to identify potential Singapore suppliers for a
firm’s industrial activities.
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Eligible companies keen to manufacture in the region and expand in Singapore may apply for
a differentiated tier of benefits from EDB, ESG, and Strategic Partner companies
From Enterprise Singapore
•

•

Partner eligible companies on
a 1-1 basis to provide
customised
services
for
supplier sourcing.
Examples include organising
dedicated
supplier
days,
developing a list of curated
suppliers for the company’s
needs, etc.

From EDB
•

•

Up to S$1,000,000 in grant
support for eligible innovation
activities
undertaken
in
Singapore*.
Applications and the eventual
grant package will determined
by EDB based on the
quantitative and qualitative
merits of the project.

From Strategic Partners
•

Examples
include
a
differentiated tier of logistics
prices,
complimentary
business
services,
etc.
depending
on
different
Strategic Partner companies

Key Benefits provided by CapitaLand, an SMA Strategic Partner that operates industrial park located
in Johor, Malaysia
•
•

Differentiated tier of logistics prices across land and sea transport
Complimentary business services, with examples including:
• 1-hour complimentary consultation on business set-up in Malaysia on Companies Act, Income Tax,
Indirect Tax, filing deadlines, tax incentives, etc.
• Secretarial retainer fee for 1 year
• Assistance with applications to operate (i.e. Environmental Essentials for Siting of Industries in Malaysia
(EESIM)), including assisting with compulsory site inspections by the government, completion and
submission of the required information, etc.

*Subject to additional terms and conditions
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Many companies today already leverage Singapore as a gateway to manufacturing in the
region
Snapshot of Key Industries in Johor, Malaysia
Electrical and Electronics
Manufacturing
Precision Engineering

Petro and Oleochemicals

Logistics/Distribution
Hubs
Agrifood & Processing
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Many companies today already leverage Singapore as a gateway to manufacturing in the
region
Snapshot of Key Industries in Batam, Bintan and Karimun, Indonesia
Electronic Manufacturing
Services
Precision Engineering

Medical Technology

Digital and Information
Technology
Agrifood
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In Singapore

In BBK (Batam)

•

Est. since 1973, with ~1,400 employees today.

•

•

Set up East Asia and Japan RHQ in 2018 which
houses its first large-scale Innovation Hub in Asia,
developing customised solutions to optimise energy
efficiencies in multiple sectors.

Set up in Batamindo Industrial Park in 1991, with ~2,500
employees today.

•

Manufactures electronic components requiring high level
of complexity (e.g. variable speed drives, sensors, etc.).

•

Factory was designated in 2019 as a 4th Industrial
Revolution (4IR) Advanced Lighthouse by the World
Economic Forum for its use of IoT and digital tools, placing
it amongst the world’s most advanced factories.

•

Leverages Singapore’s strong logistics network to
expand its core business regionally, and taps on
quality talent to drive innovation in automation,
digitalisation and machine learning.

BBK-SG “twinning effect”
•

Singapore RHQ regularly sends technical experts &
engineers to Batam site.

•

Singapore also functions as the global distribution hub.
Manufactured goods from Batam are shipped to Singapore
for export to global markets beyond SEA.
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Nongsa Digital Park offers cost-efficient tech solutions for Singaporebased companies.
• Avenue to grow product development capabilities and offerings by
tapping on Indonesia’s young and dynamic tech talent.
• Proximity to Singapore enables closer coordination, faster in-person
interventions by teams and management.
NDP hosts about 160 companies and 1,000 tech talents.
• Phase I facilities house up to 600 IT talents, in addition to the existing
400 Indonesian digital animators based in Infinite Studio’s office.
• Phase II development was completed in March 2020, adding three
more buildings and increasing the park’s capacity by another 800 IT
talents.
• Nongsa D-Town, the latest phase in NDP’s development, was launched
by Singapore and Indonesia’s economic ministers on 2 Mar 2021, and
is envisioned to host an additional 8,000 tech talents when completed
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Thank You
6 October 2021

EDB provides this presentation (including oral statements) gratuitously for information only and not for any
other purpose. While care has been expended in the preparation of this presentation, EDB hereby disclaims all
liability including, but not limited to, inaccuracies, incompleteness or lack of suitability for purpose of any
information in the presentation.

Joshua LIM
Regional Director, Korea
Singapore Economic Development Board
joshua_lim@edb.gov.sg

